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Tristan sonority (Schimmer) which permeates the opening of Opus 11, as weH as their respec
live use of thrice-repeated gestures. But he does not remark upon any of the motivis or pitch 
similarities I have pointed out. 

7. While I shall not do so here, ! think one could make a case that the tetrachord which con
cludes Opus 11, No. 1 is a final allusion to the Tristan chord. 

8. At the risk of sounding silly, I can't resist pointing out that the opening basso on solo of 
Sacre begins with the F-E half-step sign identified in Tristan and Opus 11 (albeit an octave 
higher). I wonder if the Jungians would call this half-step some kind of musical archetype, 
a portent of 20th century modernism, perhaps? 

9. See e.g. Schoenberg's article, "My Evolution" in Style and Idea (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1984), p. 86. 
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igure 1 a score for measures 38-50 of 
Verklärte Nacht J. 

The chord over the bass b flat in measure 42 is the of a famous 
commentary the composer. He says, "I wrote the inversion of a nimh 
chord . without then 

my ear." 1 His musical as 

continues: "V,lhat's worse, I see now that it is other 
inversion which the theorists condemned most reso-

since the ninth is in the its resolution goes 
and the so-called 'böse Sieben', the forbidden reso

lution of a seventh to an octave, occurs between two of the voices 
But the six-four chord could occur as a jJ~.VV"Hb 

the 'bad seventh' could be avoided if m 
to d flat." 2 

About this passage and the commentary, suggest 
themselves. does Schoenberg pers ist in the bizarre harmonic 

of figure 2b,c,d? Does he really hear it as relevant to the musical 
effect of the chord in the passage at issue? A answer is 
his sardonic inient to satirize "the theorists" the lntent becomes dear 
when his commentary continues. ' now do understand the 

at that time my comprehension, of that concert Willcn 
refused to perform my Sextet on account of this chord refusal was ac-

so explained). inversions of ninth chords don't ex-
hence no performance, either, for how can one something that 

does not exist?"3 But this satire is not the whole story; Schoenberg is per
in earnest about the theoretical condusion he draws from his exam

"Therefore, as I said, the ninth chord and its inversions exist 
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Figure 2 

or at least 
literature. "4 

ean exist. The 
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will find in the 

the erities' eonstrue-
doesn't the composer 

is a ehromatie Y~-~~ ••• Ö a for-
mation wirh no essential harmonie funetion? The ans wer is very dear w 
the reader of the Harmonielehre: no tones are 
"non-harmonie", and no harmonies are 

m 
Henee it is vital for find a definite harmonie 

for his ehord. It is hard to HH"S'''v that he himself vvas 
wirh his yet it is not at all hard to sense 

of his belief that there must be some harmonie 
the ehord und er diseussion. 

for 

The next suggests itself: is there a harmon-
and if so how is it to be deseribed? This ques-

tion will the foeus for most of the whieh follows. 
shall propose is a network of funetions in a var-

of eontexts; when we eonsider the matter of eontext, further 
suggest themselves. does measures 

2a, as a eontext in whieh to examine the ehord? 
he not eontinue his eitation up half-eadenee at 
measure 43? Or the whieh reasserts 
rhe of measure 41? Or resolution at the 
bar line of measure 46? No doubt eonsiderations made him want 
to his musical Yet it would have one 
more ehord to up to the half-cadenee in 
measure 43. 

That half-cadence is relevant to the issue of eontext, be-
eause the ehord of measure 42 over the bass b flat ean suggest to a eon
siderable extent some sort of "b flat minor" the is 

enhaneed when the ehord is heard in connection with the 
"dominant ninth of f minor" from measure 43, all the more so when the 
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latter chord is heard as marking a half-cadence. This ambience i5 
up, maintained, and developed in the big new section th~t begins at 
measure 50. Indeed, that context for the chord of measure 42 15 embedded 
in a yet larger context, involving a heavy structural role .for b flat .minor 
and f minor throughout the composition as a whole. Rlchard S'0llft has 
presented an exceHent discussion of the latter context in a very significant 
critical paper. 6 Swift specifically notes the involvement of the .chord fro.m 
measure 42 in the "b flat minor / f minor" regions of the pIece; he dlS
cusses measures 41-45 as a central and recurrent thematic element of the 

piece. . 
Let us continue investigating the chord at issue, then, explonng more 

fully just which of its features, in which contexts, make ~s ~ear a b flat 
minor ambience invoked. First we can consider the chord m lts own con
text. If we suppress the a Hat in the first cello, we can hear the rest of the 
chord as a familiar structure in b flat minor (or b flat major with 
e flat, c, and g flat, in that order from the top over a bass b flat 

(figure 3a). 

Figure 3 
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The chord in its own context does not suggest one determinate harmonic 
impression. If one takes the bass as dissonant under the nin~h, one hears 
the resolution of figure 3b implied. 3a and 3b together proJect the sense 
of a root progression n V in b flat. The sense of this environment would 
be stronger if the registration of figure 3a were rearranged with the note 
C an octave lower: the bass is more likely to sound dissonant with a second 
over than with a ninth. In the spacing of figure 3a, it is not difficult to 
hear the bass as stable; in that case, the ninth and the eleventh sound dis
sonant and one expects the minor sixth to resolve down as 
the res~lution of figure 3c. The ninth in the inner voice resolves either 
down or up, as shown; were the ninth in the top voice it would prefer the 
upwards resolution more strongly. Hence "eleven-nine-six". rather then 
"nine-six-foUL" To my ear, figures 3a and 3c together proJect the root 
progression IV I in b flat; the chord of 3a has somewhat the effect of a 
IV six-four with "added ninth". 7 

The chord of figure 3a in its own context will not tell us whieh of the 
two environments is at hand, that leading to the resolution of 3b, or that 
leading to 3c. However, the chord of 3a, together with an en
larged context, can provide us with such information. Given the chord of 
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then the environment of 3b will be clear if we hear the c and/or 
the e flat as more stable than the b flat. And the environment of 
3c will be clear if we hear the b flat as more stable than the 
c and the e flat. Any context for the chord which us to a certain 
extent with either of these added impressions will render the 
of the chord more definite to that extent. 

gone this shall now assign 
a name to the chord of figure 3a when heard in a context that 
makes e flat and/or c sound more unstable than b flat. I shall call 

DhenOlIleIJtOn an "eleven-nine-minor-six chord on b flat." By this name 
I the from that of the same chord in a context 
that suggests the resolution of 3b; the latter be 
"'~.Ol"'.W"U its more usual modern name of "ii four-two in b flat minor". 
Figure 3d iHustrates the eleven-nine-minor-six in action at the 
of Schubert's "Einsamkeit" The four chords the 

~YVH.'H", four measures. The musical texture 
makes it even before we have heard measure 4, that the har
mony of measure 3 displaces the middle voices of the over the 

bass. Hence the b flat bass sounds more stable than the 
ninth c; the e flat above is imagined as even before meas-
ure 4 confirms that idea; we recognize at once the sensation of the eleven
nine-minor-six. Schubert allows the to carry the same motives 
that the tonic harmony carries; it even introduces a new motive of its own, 

taken up the tonic would 10 

all this as substantiating his claim that the eleven-nine-minor-six must be 
considered as a full-fledged ' " whatever it5 genetic ' , in 
the voice-leading of figure 3d. 

Let us now return to Verklärte to measures 
41-42. claim that we will recognize the first of measure 42, 
without the a flat, as an eleven-nine- minor-six chord over b flaI. We shall 
do so because the cadential material of measure 41 us two strong 
clues to trigger the appropriate environment. the progression 
of measure 41 makes us anticipate a cadential arrival of d minor at 
measure 42. Because of that we shall hear the bass b flat of measure 42 
as stable: it takes the harmonic weight of the anticipated cadence 
as a deceptive substitute for the expected d root. in the 
cadential material of measure 41 we expect the melodic f-e to continue on 
down to d. The melodie e flat of measure 42 intensifies that expectation 

So we hear the e flat as strongly dissonant; it has a strong 
"'-iiU'_i"_ y to resolve down to melodic d over the stable bass root b flat = 

d: VI. The stable bass b flat and the downwards-tending melodic e flat 
enable us to identify eleven-nine-minor-six harmony; so strong are the 
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environmental clues that we can hear the harmonic function even 
when it is clouded by the a flat of the first 'cello in measure 42. shall 
have much to say about that a flat later 

Figure 4a sketches the implicit deceptive cadence of measures 41-42 in 
normative form. Figure 4b shows the cadence accented a suspen
sion over the (stable) bass b flat. Figure 4c transforms the suspension har
mo ny chromatically, giving rise to the eleven-nine-minor-six. The 
transformation adds even greater weight to the already-accented VI har
mony, by tonicizing it. This comes dose to the harmonic effect of the 
actual passage, except that the expected b flat major harmony never 
materializes in the acoustic signal, and (of course) the eleven-nine-minor
six harmony is complicated by the a flat in the first 'cello, a tone not 
represented on figure 4c. 

Figure 4 

(a) (b) (c) (d) 
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Figure 4d elaborates the tonicization even f arther , imagining the sus
pended eleven-nine-minor-six already prepared over the preceding a 
natural in the bass. The imagined idea can be to some extent inferred from 
the chromatically related norm of figure 4b. The imagined diminished 
seventh chord of figure marked by astar, is not sounded aVUU~L1'"<W 
in the music; it is nevertheless a syntactic plausibility. When the e 
c, and the g flat of the eleven-nine-minor-six chord are heard as if prepared 
over the bass, a progression is implied which we shall have occasion to dis
cuss in the future, the progression involving the first three harmonies of 
figure 4d. We shall call this the "star-progression"; it is bracketed on 
the figure. 

The effect of figures 4c and 4d, as already noted, is to tonicize the b flat 
root. The root, as a deceptive substitute for a cadential tonic, will easily 
bear the tonicization. But the question still arises: what harmonie purpose 
does the tonicization serve? The deceptive cadence clearly does not 
i1. The question brings us back, finally, to the matters discussed by Richard 
Swift: b flat minor, and f minor, are to play central roles in the 
tion as a whole. That implicates the tonicized b flat root of 
measure 42 in very large-scale contexts. But there is also a Iocal context, 
in measures 41-43, that makes the tonicization functional. 

I mean the modulation to f (major or minor, In of d that is 
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Figure 5 
(a) (b) (c) 

1'\1 

heard in the environment of those measures. Figure 5a sketches a norma-
for the modulation. The cadence in d, repre-

the first three chords of figure 5a, accents the b flat 
as VI of d. The b flat root then becomes a for the 

as IV of f major. Notice the diatonic Züge in 
the outer voices: f major 8-5 in the soprano and f major 3-5 in the bass. 8 

Figure 5b shows our eleven-nine-minor-six chord the 
b flat. A Iocal function for the tonicization is thus manifest: it 

to tonicize a for a and it is espe-
substitute 

for the tonic of the "))CHi'"'' 

Figure 5c puts more accent on the eleven-nine- minor-six har-
mony, an accent commensurate with its effect in the music. The 
subdominant of f acquires very substantial The 

of figure 5c can be understood from that of view: to get 
to a cadence in f, a countertonicization on the dominant side of that 
15 over the b natural in the bass a"'"V"HfJH~"r 
es such a its harmonic function in this 

context as VII-seven of V in f to the big dominant ninth 
chord of f that follows. The dominant ninth is minor d 

as in figures 5a-b. A certain level of chromaticism 
been attained, it must be maintained to on to the cadence in the new 

at the last chord of figure 5c. In the d flai makes both outer 
chromatic. The Züge in f maj or, 8-5 in the soprano and 

are now filled in the chromatic steps. 
Figure 5c lies very dose to the actual of mm. 41- minus 

the last d flai in the bass, and it would seem that we have now substan-
heard what there is to hear about the first chord in measure 42. But 

HVLH'CUF in fact could be farther from the case; as so be-
gins his real work where a lesser composer would be finished. 

5c does represent important aspects of the But it does not 
address at all what the a flat of the first at measure 42, is doing in 
the middle of our "eleven-nine-minor- six" chord. Nor does it address the 
issue of Schoenberg, in our figure 2 earlier, chose to cite measures 
41-42 rather than going on one chord farther to the c ninth har-
mony. As it turns out, these issues involve still new contexts for the 

we are investigating, contexts which will take us on the 
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aborted f cadence, to the return of the d minor material in measure and 
even beyond that. 

We can begin by listening to the effect of the context 
actually cites in figure 2a, the context of measures 41-42 alone. Figure 6a 
sketches the progression involved. 
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We are quite puzzled as to the meaning in this context of the chord over 
the bass b flat, but we do have a clear impression of where we are at the 
end of figure 6a: we are on a II-seven chord of a minor, a chord which im
plies a dominant of a minor to come. Figure 6b sketches one way 
in which our harmonie expectations might be realized. 

These ideas suggest we consider the flatted harmony of measure 42 in 
connection with the idea of tonicizing V in d minor. And that suggests con
sidering the two chords of measure 42 in a constellation about an 
diminished seventh harmony b natural, g sharp, f, and d (reading up from 
the bass). Figure 6c works out the suggestion; the idea is to hear figure 6a 
as an elaboration of this model. Here the "a flat" of the first 'cello in 
measure 42 is revealed as a functional g sharp. 

And indeed the context of measures 41-45 bears out just this interpre
tation of measures 41-42. Exactly the diminished seventh harmony con
structed in figure 6c does in fact "return" in inversion, to govern the 
acoustic signal of measure 44; there then ensues at measure 45 the 
tonicized V-of-d-minor we are waiting for. Figure 6d sketches the sensa
tion. The model is especially cogent because the "V -of-d" that occurs in 
measure 45 is projected precisely the cadential material that we heard 
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in measure 41, somewhat over the same bass. 9 The im-
cadence on d that we expect after measures 41-45 is 

the noteheads at the end of figure 6d. 
The crucial diminished seventh chord of figure 6d is marked 

ger on the sketch. The dagger together with the 
cadential six-four and dominant seventh constitutes a characteris-

of our present reading. The progression is marked by a 
we 5hall call it the "dagger progression." Char-

acteristic in this i5 the use of the dagger 
the cadential six-four and dominant seventh. Our 
measures in i5 much fortified when we measure 
40 of the score. We find that measure 40 itself elaborates the dagger har
mony, which thus prepares the cadential six-four and dominant seventh 
of measure 41, as weIl as the analogous harmonies of measure 45. That 

measures 40-41 instance the dagger . not does 
measure 45 rework measure 41, but the dagger nrnrrrp, 

reworks the dagger progession of measures 40-41. In 
measures 42-45 as a whole extend and rework the cadential 
measures 40-41, more or less the lines of 6e. 

Figure 7a elaborates that reading, of 
measures 42-44 is prolonged the voice Vlithin the bracketed 
dagger-prolongation on the figure, the open noteheads are members of the 
dagger the solid noteheads are accessory tones of various types 

Figure 7 
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in this hearing. The slurred segment of the tenor voice on the 
coincides with the first 'cello's not es in the except of course that 
the 'cello has a written a flat rather than a g sharp.1Ü -

Between the two chords of measure 42, figure 7 a H""~~ !J~'M 
stood German sixth chord: the bass b flat and the tenor g 
the e flat and g flat of the upper voices resolve to d and f. The c natural 
in the music is understood to resolve to b flat, doubling the bass of the 
German sixth. 

Figure 7b focuses on some large-scale aspects of figure 7a, and shows 
how the German sixth chord fits into the picture. The cadential progres
sion of measure 41 makes us await fand d in the upper voices at measure 
42; the same progression makes us hear the bass b flat as 
stable; all of this was already discussed before in another context. Just as 
the b flat arrives in the bass, the augmented sixth g sharp appears over 
the chromatic e flat and g flat in the upper voices intensify our understand
ing of d and f above; the net effect is to make us understand the German 
sixth chord on figure 7b. As the bass moves from b flat to b we 
understand the dagger harmony, marked as such on the figure. Both the 
German sixth and the dagger harmony prolong both the tones d and f. 
During the prolongation of the dagger harmony, shown on figure 7a, the 
tone fis tonicized. This reinforces our understanding that the structural 
line does not close on d ( = 1 of d minor) at measure 42, but is rather still 
on f ( = 3 of d minor) hereabouts: the subordinate Zug 2-1), shown 
in parentheses on figure 7b, composes out a passing motion from the f of 
measure 41 to a structural inner voice on d at measure 42; the primary tone 
fis regained at the same time, now tranferred an octave lower. When the 
dagger harmony disappears at measure 45, the cadential progression starts 
again from the f = 3 of d (now yet another octave The 
notes at the end of figure 7b are diamond-shaped, and the "1" of the 
large-scale 3-2-[1] appears in brackets on the figure; this models our ex
pectation, not the actual deceptive event of measure 46. ll 

We can now sort out two principal senses for the first of 
measure 42. Figure 8 displays them. In figure 8a, the is shown 

Figure 8 

(a) 
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(b) 
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(c) 
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as an sixth on b inflected an eleventh and minor sixth 
above that are about to resolve to a tenth and fifth in the manner of a stan-
dard six-four chord. The augmented the and the fifth form 
a German sixth chord. In figure the eleventh and minor sixth are 
shown as arising from a standard eleven-nine-minor-six configuration over 
the bass b the tonicized b flat functions as VI of d minor in a decep-
tive and it to IV of f, supporting a modulation to f. The 
tonicized d and f us understand the notes d and fon 8, 
which appear in the music skewed away from the bass b flat 
of our chord. 

The total effec! of the chord may thus be somewhat understood in the 
sense of figure 8c. The chord is a type of hence 
the annotation "#6" beneath the bass staff. Ir is related to a 
German sixth chord in the same way that an eleven-nine-minor-six chord. 
is related to its five-three hence the annotation for the 
eleven-nine-six chord between the staves. The total effect of the 

both a sharp-6 and a would be HH:!II!!!l 

tastic to one who had not 
have undertaken. 

Central to our , and. 
related dagger was our between 
measure 41 and measure 45. Figure 6e, in 
analogy expanded to relate a dagger in measures 40-41 vvith 
an understood dagger progression governing measures 42-45. We can de-

further analogies between measure 41 and measure 45 as weIl. In 
figure 4d we conceptualized a "star that could be im
agined from the context of measures 41-42. We can now note that the 
cadential material of measure 45 continues into the reso-
lution of measure 46 so as to the star progression. The g flat of 
the star harmony 1S spelled f sharp at measure and the f 
ing is apparently "correct': the represents an cadential 
d so one hears f sharp as the raised third of the d root. This con
text is certainly very clear, and yet there is a larger context in which one 
can hear g flat, rather than f within the star of measures 
46-48. That is the context sketched in figure 9. 

Figure 9a depicts a perceptual construction from the events of measures 
41-43. This is essentially a copy of figure the d flat coming up at meas
ure 43 is also shown. Figure 9b depicts an analogous construction from 
the events of measures 45-50. The cadential progression at measure 45 i5 
followed the star harmony; this projects the star progression. The star 
harmony is elaborated by the music of measures 46-48. Then, at measure 

the bass moves up from a to b flat, while the g f1at of the star 
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is suspended above. This exaetly paralleis the model of exeept 
that in measure 49 (figure 9b), the e flat of the star harmony resolves at 
onee to d over the bass b flat, instead of suspending over the b 
ing its resolution. The d natural of measure 49 moves on down to d flat 
at measure 50 (figure 9b), just as the d natural of measure 42 moved on 
down to d flat at measure 43 (figure 9a). 

Figure 9 
(al (b) 
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The star progression can be heard as weH governing the last quarter of 
measure 38 and the first quarter of measure 39. Figure lOa reduces the 
voice leading of measures 39-40, together with the last quarter of measure 
38. The voice leading follows the "law of the nearest way." The star 
progression is psyehologically audible hefe because of the way the end of 
measure 38 is approached in the music. Measure 34 and measure 36 had 
essentially the same material as measure 38, but the cadential six-four and 
dominant seventh on the last two eighths of measure 34 did not lead 
anywhere: a deceptive IV six-three at measure 35 led back to the n seventh 
harmony of measure 36. In similar fashion, the cadential harmonies on the 
last two eighths of measure 36 did not really lead anywhere: measure 37 
was essentially a variation of measure 35, leading us back to the II seventh 
harmony at the beginning of measure 38. The cadential harmonies on the 
last two eighths of measure 38, then, are the third attempt to get some
where with this material. Consequentially, measure 39 is experienced as a 
breakthrough, and we pay elose attention to where we are going. In par
ticular, the star progression depieted in figure lOa willleave its psycho
logical mark on uso 

Figure 10 
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Figure lOa takes us from the star progression to the dagger 

of measure the harmony that initiates the dagger progression of 
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measures 40-41. A bracket representing this dagger progression links figure 
lOa with lOb. Figure lOb the outer voices of the music over 
measures 41-44. The soprano of figure lOb recapitulates the soprano of 

the bass of lOb retrogrades the tenor line of lOa. In figure we 
see the "chaconne" idea beginning yet a third time. in its relations 
to eondenses somewhat telegraphically the relations discussed earlier 
in eonnection with figure 9. Soprano and tenor lines of figure lOa span 
intervals of the dagger harmony, as do the soprano and bass lines of 

lOb. 
The "chaconne" idea is useful: it enables us to together a good 

deal of material from measures 38-50. The idea is 
also suggestive, in that it reveals the composer "de-

of whieh he was to make so much in his 
we should not allow the 

UJ''-'VIVf''H..'U interest of figure 10 to divert us from the of 
our business here, which was to the first chord of measure 42. 
would be far from the of Schoenberg, and wrong to breathe 
a sigh of relief and write off the chord as a "voice event, " attribut-
ing a measure of control to figure 10 that it does not have. To repeat my-
self once too we must attribute to the formation 

figure 8c an essential harmonie if we want to listen to the 
music in Sehoenberg's spirit. 

if we go back to figure 8, we can hear now that the component 
of the chord symbolized 8a reflects the chord as it relates to the 
ger progression (preparing a cadential d minor six-four to while the 
component symbolized 8b refleets the chord as it relates to the star 
progression from a cadential d minor dominant 
seventh and moving Thus the chord of figure 8c contains both star 
and dagger elements at once: as a star UliC"'lJ"'C 

away from the recurrent d minor cadences, the music on past 
as a dagger phenomenon, it begins the preparation for a new d 

minor cadence, urging us toward such cadences rather than away from 
them. 

The chord thereby summarizes in one among other the 
force of the star and dagger progressions thai keep the 

"chaconne" of figure 10 turning over upon itself. The poetic effeet is 
reflecting for me the ambivalent feelings of the woman in the 

poem: she feels the urge to avoid revealing her secret; at the same 
she feels that she must force the matter to a head. 

The supereharged texture at the instant we hear the chord of measure 
42 is an unmistakable hallmark of Schoenberg's music. Looking back 
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from 1948, the composer wrote: 

I personally do not find that atonaJity and dissonance are the outstand~~g fea
tures of my works. They certainly offer obstacles .... But w~y then md even 
the works of my first period always meet resistance at the fIrst few 
mances ... ? ... the true cause must be found in my tendency to endow eve~y 
work with an extravagant abundance of musical themes .... Already my early 
works show some traits of my mature style, but seldom are aB the so-called 
difficulties crowded into one single place. Ir, for instance, heterogeneo~s umts 
of a work are juxtaposed, the unit itself might not be too condensed or Its har
monie background might be rather comprehensible; in other cases, a 
varied repetition might support the memory; in still other cases, subsequent ele
ments might function as belated connectives.'" 

The chord we have been studying shows the composer at the very limits 

of these early stylistic restraints. 
Its simultaneous yearning away from d and striving towards d 

is heard at other characteristic harmonic moments in the piece. Indeed the 
phenomenon is experienced at the moment the b~ss f~rst leaves the . 
d that saturates the opening measures of the mUS1C. FIgure 11 transcnbes 
that moment, halfway through measure 9. Because of the b flat root over 
the first half of the measure, we can he ar the bass c sharp as a d urg
ing us into Swift's realm of b flat minor; the sens~tion is po~erful because 
we hear that the tonic bass, which has been dromng on for elght measures 
so far, is finally displaced. Thus the d flat harmony, in the context of 
preceding events, is yearning to move away from .the tonic .. At the sa~~ 
time the c sharp, as c sharp, is the strongest posslble meiodic m~ans I?, 
expressing a striving to return to d, a striving which we he ar achleved m 

th~ context of figure 11 as a whole. 

Figure J 1 

~I 

--==== =-

Theoretical Appendix 

The discussion of d flat and c sharp in measure 9 has just availed itself of 
a useful theoretical discourse constructed by Raphael Atlas to en
harmony.!5 In this discourse the word "context" appears as a formal term. 
The acoustic signal given by the bass on the third of measure 9 
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1) "means" one flat-in a context that extends back-
wards to the beginning of the piece; the same signal "means" something 
else-c a context focusing on the second half of measure 9. 
Atlas's is also useful for discussing the enharmony at the barline 
of measure 46. There, the bass "means" f in the context of its own 
chord the cadential material of measure 45 that precedes it. 
the bass "means" g flat in contexts corresponding to 
9 and 10: in {hose contexts, we are sensitive to the star progression lead-
ing into the barline of measure and we hear the star harmony there. 

Atlas's usage to formulate a general the-
!6 In this a formal nprec'nT" 

be referenced merely pointing to this or that event of 
what we are' , in a piece of music. One must also 
mal context in which the event is being 
theoretical context, and often 
some To reference the np"rf'p'n" 

to other np"rr-p,nn 

guage. The perception p is modeled 
the list of 

lan
E""V ~ the context CXT, 

and the list ST-LIST of per
tinent statements, all considered in write 
p= 

a given as to wh ich one can 
on a musical score or in an acoustic signal, may very weIl n"rt;";n,~t 

in a number of distinct 
the ways in which the EVent accrues about it a 
Perception-Relations, and STatements in such a way as to 
mal model. Should the different perceptions 
harmonic functions to the given the argues that it is im-
proper to argue apriori that one must "choose" between the 
because "the harmony of the EVent" cannot be both this and that "at the 
same time." First of there is no such 
EVent," marking one phenomenological 
phenomenological objects under consideration, pI and p2; in that connec
tion we can properly speak of "the harmonic function assigned to the 
EVent in ," and "the harmonic function assigned to the EVent in p2." 
Furthermore, we should not say of and p2 that are intended by a 
listener "at the same time." Formally, these different objects occupy 
different locations in phenomenological space-time. Less abstractly the two 
perceptions, probably involving different ConteXTs in this situation, may 
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very possibly impinge upon a listener at different "times" during the New
tonian time-flow of a pertinent acoustic signal. These matters, I argue, un
derlie familiar discomforts we sometimes feel in conceived 
musical analyses, when we confront an apparent choice as to whether "the 
harmony" of a given EVent "is" this or that: we erroneously constrain 
our conceptual apparatus by stipulating one phenomenological at 
one moment at one present-tense temporallocation, when we sometimes 
actually sense several objects at several locations in IJH'-HVH''-'''V 

space-time. 
In writing the foregoing study of Schoenberg's chord, I tried to frame 

my discourse so as to conform to the theoretical ideas just so far 
as I felt able to do so without dragging along a load of cumbersome ver
bal baggage. That was, for example, the sense of my remark on page 4 
above, when I wrote: "The function I shall propose [for the is ac
tually a network of functions in a variety of contexts." That was also the 
sense of the word "samewhat" when I wrote (on page 22) that "The total 
effect of the chord may ... be somewhat understood in the sense of figure 
8c." The figure is useful because it suggests a number of ConteXTs for 
the chord which are very active during measures 38-50 in a number of per
ceptual structures. Still, the figure only suggests same of those structures, 
and it does not fully engage their ConteXTs, their interRelationships, and 
the sorts of STatements which the text commentary has to make about 
them. If I were to set down a really formal treatment of the chord in the 
sense of my model, I should have to spell out more formally all the rele
vant perception-structures I tried to suggest informally by my text, specify
ing more explicitly the various contexts, perceptual interrelationships, and 
perceptual statements involved. The result would have read 
like the analysis of measure 12 from Schubert's Morgengruß, in the 
phenomenological paper of note 16. 

The interested reader can consult that analysis and work the discourse 
of my Schoenberg into its form without too much I shall 
start the process off shortly. It is the uninterested reader who concerns me: 
I do not want to give the impression that I consider my own theoretical 
ideas to be the subject of this study, rather than Schoenberg's art. That 
is why I have saved these theoretical remarks for an appendix here; I 
produce them now because several people who read the study in draft feIt 
that some such theoretical background would be helpful. 

The theory can specifically help in rendering organized and consistent 
a variety of observations I have made about Schoenberg's chord as 
observations which might otherwise appear sporadic and 
tradictory. For example, figure 6a can be read as a symbolic STatement 
within a perception-structure p6a; in this structure, which addresses the 
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ConteXT of measures 41-42, the EVent of our chord is chronieled as a 
"chromatic passing "hears the last chord of measure 42 as 

of V in d or n in a minor. These aspects of p6a are in a relation 
of denial to a a perception for wh ich figure 4c is a sym-
bolic STatement. addresses the first chord of measure 42 in a ConteXT 

the chord the two preceding chords within measure 
constructed ') continuation symbolized 
of figure 4c. In order to assert the of 

must assert itself in special Perception-
and about which figures 4a and 

in turn must assert itself in a 
DeJ,CeDtlOn generated in the ConteXT of measure 

call the latter nprr>p'nr, 

as a tonicization of 
the b flat the STatements 
to is the remarl<:: "What about the a flat in our chord?" Such a STate
ment, NB, does not adhere to perception which hears the a flat as 

along with the other notes of the chord it 
appears. 

The STatement about the a 
p5a, p5b, and p5c, corresponding to 
even though the acoustic ConteXT for those n"'r0P'nt;;~n 
does not elose until weil after the acoustic ConteXT for 
enjoy relations of "confirmation" with and D5b in
volves an additional STatement to the effect that "the tonicized b Dat har-
mony becomes a for the modulation." 
denies p6a. p5c denies p6a even farther analyzing the last chord of 
measure 42 as VII of c major, asserting a tonicization of V in f: we 
recall, analyzes the same EVent as of a in-
flecting V IV. 

The value of the theoretical model is elear as 
chord of measure 42: we reify different objects p6a and that 
occupy different portions of phenomenological sDace-time and that im
pinge upon a listener at different moments - the processing of the 
acoustic signal; thereby we avoid having to assert that the last chord of 
measure 42 "is" a H-of-a, tonicizing and "is" also a 
tonicizing "at the same time." We further can avoid having to vote 
for one or the other interpretation of "the" chord as if it were a single 
phenomenon-in-itself. At first our methodological benefit might not seem 
to be very hefty here; we might be tempted to dismiss p6a as of small aes
thetic significance compared to p5c, despite Schönberg's own construction 
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of figure 2a. However, as we come to formulate to which 
figures 6d, 6e, 7, and 10 pertain as symbolic STatements, we shall want 
to rehabilitate p6a, if only posthumously, in Relations to the later p
structures. The notion of tonicizing V in d, suggested by p6a, gains enOf
mous weight as we extend ConteXTs outward before and after measures 
41-42, specifically coming to sense the roles played the dagger 
and the dagger progression as mental contructs. inference of 
6c from figures 6a and 6b is not very convincing in my analysis; 
should probab!y be inferred "retroactively" from figures and 7b 
as weIl.) 

The value of the theoretical model is also strang as regards the 
harmonic weight sensed on Schoenberg's "ninth-chord", when the chord 
is perceived in different p- structures. In the particular p-structures about 
which figures 4 and 5 make STatements, the bass b flat of the chord takes 
the weight of a cadence; the following b natural in the bass is not an ob
ject of these perceptions at all until figure Sc, where b natural is ~or0c,,,,,,ri 
in transit from the already-established b flaL In contrast, the p-structures 
pertaining to figures 6 and 7 all make the bass b flat subordinate to the 
b natural which follows. The essential harmony following measure 41 in 
these perceptions is the dagger harmony, a diminished seventh chord over 
the bass b natural; b flat in the bass is perceived in transit to the b natural 
of the dagger harmony, to which a mentally constructed German sixth 
chord passes. Our p-machinery allows us to entertain both families of per
ceptions, and to hear all the pertinent aspects of our chord with some pre
cision, relieving us of any nagging anxiety that "the" b flat, in relation to 
the following b natural, cannot be both essential and passing "at the same 
time," and that we should perhaps vote for one family of hearings, sup
pressing the other in the interests of some imagined theoretical consistency. 
Indeed our p-machinery allows us precisely to integrate conflicts e.g. be
tween p6a and p5c, or between p5c and p6e, into our study of the chord
as-EVent-within-varying-p-structures; when we listen to the music, our ap
preciation of these conflicts and of other fluctuating p-relationships be
comes a central aspect of our rhythmic response to the passage. In that 
sense, one can say that "the chord", as unifying EVent taken in 
varying p-structures that develop to address it, is among other 
large-scale rhythmic phenomenon. This notion can be 
to a review of figure 10 as a whole; there, we can hear how "the chord" 
is involved in perceptual filaments that inter lock star and dagger progres
sions, keeping the chaconne tuming over. The star progression, as indi
cated by figure 5d, is part of the "weighty b flat" complex of ,",pr0,o,,.,t,rm 

Besides helping us out in such technical affairs, the p- model us 
maintain adecent critical stance before Schoenberg's own pronounce-
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ments. We have noted how it is worth our while to take 
his context of figure 2a. It will not hurt us, either, to some think-

and once more upon his of the "nimh chord in 
fourth " as constructed in a d flat context. To be sure 
the idea of d flat seems bizarre in the environs of measures 41-42' 
O "'8 49 T • ' r measures :) - .. It IS to dissent from Schoenberg's as-

here. That is, presented with his p, one may 
:1 eil do not entertain there 
15 no way to argue the abstract of his ~"r0C'~+' 

that it is in some sense sense well-formed-which in this case it iso 
article of note 16 go es into such matters at some Presented 

\i';,lith '61' . am percelvmg p," one cannot 
araue ' not" N "t 1 • • 
'b , - • - or 15 1 mucn to the pomt to argue, 

shouldn't be." Instead it makes sense, given the 
self: "What is Schoenberg hearing thai am not?" The 
makes it comfortable to this without the HI .. vC,;'''lL 

hostile confrontation: what am sure I hear will not be invalidated 
Schoenberg I need not presume to declare JC,llVC,ll,l)Cl 

hearing invalid in order to assert my O\~/TI. More 1 the p-
can move the locus of such tensions inside the music- perce~-

tual process as various come to and to ;uppo-n 
one another over a of more or less local and ConteXTs. 
then still have the option of ignoring 

p-structure in my own critical but 
tion of it along with the rest of what hear. 

In fact, I do not hear Schoenberg's p- structure 
the first chord of measure 42 with a constructed d flat six-four 
chord. But I do believe that the composer had more in his and his 
ear, than a formal harmonie exercise premised on immersing the abstract 
set (b a flat, g flat, c, e in an abstract ConteXT of fundamental 
bass I believe specifically that he was hearing so met hing from 
Swift's b flat minor and/or f minor regions within his own 
and I lo~k for'~ard to discovering some a whole new of per-

mvolvmg the chord from measure 42 in those relationships. Some 
recent personal communications from Fred Lerdahl encourage me in that 
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in ... the key of destination from the outset of the modulation, including the point of depar
ture in the first key." Harmonie Practiee (New York: Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1951), 
271. 

9. Measure 41 is syncopated off the written strong beats; measure 45 is not. The way in which 
the syncopation works itself off, during measures 41-45, is an integral feature of the phrase. 
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for the one in measure 44. One could change the intonation of either note while it was sound
ing. The crescendos would abel that tactic, but I mys elf do not like the idea, (hough I can
not say just why at the moment. 

11. The f sharp (or g flat1?) of the deceptive cadence at measure 46 is yet another octave lower. 
lt conneets to the ]ow pizzicato f natural in the same register at measure 50. 'Ne shall have 
more to say about measures 46-50 later on. 

12. In this connection the reader is most earnestly urged to reread al! of Sehoenberg's re
marks on "non-harmonie tones" in Harmony, 309-331. 

13. Schoenberg's essay "A Self-Analysis" (1948) seems to date his discovery of "develop
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However "My Evolution" (1949) refers to developing variation (already) in Verklärte Nach!. 
The citations appear in Style and Idea (New York: St Martins Press, 1975),76-79, 80. 
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Greissie 

R. WAYNE SHOA?, ARCHIVIST 

the Fall of 1 the widow 
of Felix GreissIe, made a generous gift of a large of Greissle's 

to the Archive of the Arnold Schoenberg Institute. This donation 
consists of more than 500 items which includes rr.rr,'cn,"'" 

photographs, recordings, manuscripts far a book on 
programs, and various ephemeral material. This collection to 
into clearer focus the relationship between Schoenberg and Greissie in his 
roles as performer, transcriber, and 
compatriot, as weH as music 

In aseries of BBe interviews recorded in Hans Keller interviewed 
Felix GreissIe who recounted an early experience with 

After his first wife died, and when he feH very my wife and I offered 
him to live with him. Which we did for a couple of months, you see. And he 
w~s very, very difficult. We used to have fights alm ost every day ab out really 
mmor matters, you see. So that one day it was to live further with 
hi:n. We ~acke~ and moved out into our apartment which we still had, you see, 
wlth achlId whlch was about a year and a half or two and Schoenberg loved 
very much (by the way, a boy). And we moved out and it was we 
didn't talk 10 him. Nothing. 'Ne left. We said good-bye and he nodded, feel
ing his eyes. And it was sometime on a mild Spring 

The same day, at night, at ni ne o'dock, I lived on the second floor dose to 
the street, somebody threw pebbles on my window. I opened the window and 
down there was Schoenberg. And he said very I co me So 
I said, "Oh, please do come up, by all meansl" And he came up. He aDolo
gized and he said, "I am sorry. Of course, you're absolutely you c~nnot 
live with me. That's impossible. am impossible, and the whole situation is im
possible. But, of course, we can come to see each other, you see, I am over the 
worst." After his wife died ... and a very nice and a wonderful man. 2 

. For a fuller description of Greissle's career see Journal of the Arnold Schoenberg Insti
tute IV/1 (June 1982): 4-7. 

2. Unedited tape transcription. 


